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Hi All.

The new Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - LIVE AT B-WAVE (cd) 49629
2018. Brand new stuff from this amazing Trio. The live recording of
their B-Wave recording in 2017..
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49629
It is in the new Dreamscape Radio show, a great CD !!

And the new Schroeder, Robert - SPACELAND (cd) 30702
is announced and will be available in November!!
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30702

Press info:
Time to Relax - Time for SPACELAND
SPACELAND is the 39th solo album by the German sound artist Robert
Schroeder, creative since 1979. Once discovered by EM pioneer
Klaus Schulze, the synthesizer specialist once again presents an electronic
CD with absolutely deep and relaxing space atmospheres.

After some excursions to other electronic styles on the Club Chill and
recently on the New Frequencies series Schroeder returns again to 100%
relaxing Electronic Music with a lot of spheres, new sounds, soundscapes,
analog sequences, emotions and long tracks between 7 and 13 minutes.
A special feature: All 8 tracks are musically interconnected. Fans of
long EM tracks will have a great time when enjoying this 70 minutes lasting opus.

The eight tracks on the album: Space Discovery, Dream Garden, Terraforming,
Ozone, Mineral Extractor, Upcoming Life and Transmission already
suggest that the content describes the search for new habitat in distant galaxies.
Incidentally, the title Dream Garden is also included on the CD as an extended
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version with a duration of over 13 minutes.

The music of Robert Schroeder is independent and incomparable to other
artists. Spaceland is well balanced good Electronics Music that blends traditions and
modern components ideally. Music, as you like it. Have much fun.

--------------------------------------------------------------------New Groove Downloads !!
We have added all new releases to the download site.
So now all new releases are available as MP3 and FLAC with the original
art work. Some of the links are not yet fully active when you want to visit
the main page of the release but if you use the New Flac or New MP'3
they will also be visible to order!!
We hope to correct this soon so all will be visible.

Kerr, John - PRELUDE TO A REQUIEM gr-245
2018. Grand and compelling, this magnificent album by John Kerr.
https://shop.groove.nl/
Use New Flac or New MP'3 for order

RHEA - Ron Boots - Galactic Underground gr-250
Cosmic Nights 2018
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-mp3?vmcchk=1
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-250-flac

Clent, James - WINDOWS IN THE SKY gr-253
2018. Melodic, powerful, Guitars,Synths in the vein of Morpheusz, FD
Project full of Emotion! James Clent debut is a smashing album!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-253-mp3

P'Faun - GOLDEN PEACOCK gr-254
2018. A fantastic record!!.
Release date: Oct 2018
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https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-254-mp3

Emmens, Gert - DARK SECRETS OF THE URBAN UNDERGROUND gr-255
2018. A bit darker with real drums and guitar. A different Gert.
Melancholic at times, slower, taking his time to mesmerize us! Pure brilliance!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-255-mp3

Spyra - DUNST gr-256
2018. The follow up of Staub. A mesmerising release!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-256-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Atilla, Can - BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL LEGACY gr-257
2018. Style: Tangerine Dream and Jarre, Fantastic Music!!.
https://shop.groove.nl/
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - SUBSTITUTES gr-258
2018. Special CD for E-Live 2018!!!
https://shop.groove.nl/gr-258-mp3
https://shop.groove.nl/
New Flac or New MP'3 for order

FD.Project - Roots (cd)
Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-flac
https://shop.groove.nl/22029-mp3

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
ZEIT by Johannes Schmoelling,
YES!! WE STILL HAVE TICKETS!!
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November 10th 2018!

From " WUIVEND RIET " (1986 ) to " THE IMMORTAL TOURIST " (2018 )
a concert by Johannes Schmoelling and Robert Waters at Oirschot, 10th
of November 2018

For his very first solo concert Johannes Schmoelling will be on the
stage of the ENCK, the concert Temple for Electronic music in The
Netherlands. Together with Robert Waters he will take you on a musical
journey through his 32 Years of solo music.

Held on the 10TH of November 2018.
Start 20.00 (Doors open at 18.00)
The Enck - Oirschot - The Netherlands
ADVANCED BOOKING AND PAYMENT
30 Euro
BOX-OFFICE
37 Euro
ONLINE TICKET SALES

you can order again through the Groove Download shop!!
https://shop.groove.nl/zeit-concert-by-j-schmoelling-r-waters
More info mail to ron@groove.

Thanks for your time!
Ron Boots

----------------------------NEW PRODUCTS
http://www.groove.nl/index3.html

Can Atilla - Berlin High School Legacy (cd)
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FD.Project - Roots (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (lp)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (digipak) (cd)
Jean Michel Jarre - Equinoxe Infinity (Limited Edition) (Boxset) (4-cd)
Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - Live at B-Wave (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Paul Lawler - Zen in the City (cd)
Loreau,Bertrand & Gerchambeau,Frederic - Catvaratempo (cd)
Picture Palace music - Cargo (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)
(cardboard sleeve) (cd)
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - Eight (digipak) (cd)
Robert Schroeder - Spaceland (cd)
Klaus Schulze - Cocooning (digipak) (cd)
Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - Substitutes (cardboard sleeve) (cd)
WintherStormer - D.E.S.H. (cd)

====== Dreamscape Radio =======
Dreamscape Radio show 470 is online.
With music from various Artists.
You can find Dreamscape here. http://www.dreamscaperadio.nl

------------------------------------DECREASED PRICES
These products are decreased in price.
Ashra - Ashra & Ashra vol.2 (digipak) (2-cd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
Ashra - Correlations in Concert (DVD) (digipak) (dvd) $24.99 , £17.49 , €19.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Geometry of love (ltd. edition, digipak) (cd)
$14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Metamorphoses (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Jean Michel Jarre - Oxygene 7-13 (cd) $14.99 , £10.49 , €11.90
Bernd Kistenmacher - Utopia (cd) $12.49 , £8.75 , €9.90

======= Reviews ======
48892 Alexander, Xan - Elektro-Technology

With its short tracks and its very electronic rock approach,
“Elektro-Technology” possesses all the elements to please to fans of a
lively, heavy and especially very England School EM style. While the
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adventure of Tangerine Dream went out of breath in the countryside of
Seattle, an English movement of EM emerged with pioneers, recognized
today as such, in the persons of Mark Shreeve, Ian Boddy, Andy
Pickford and John Dyson, to name but a few. The music was heavy,
especially that of Shreeve and Pickford, and very energetic with a
massive use of sequences and electronic percussions, giving so a very
rock sound, less cosmic rock, to an EM always inspired by the shining
years of Tangerine Dream. It's exactly the menu that Xan Alexander
serves to us with the striking “Elektro-Technology” which will make
you jump of your chair more than once. Xan Alexander is a well known
character in the EM underground scene for years now. He is the half of
the v ery estimated Yorkshire duet, The Omega Syndicate, besides
working with his good friend, and eternal fan of the OS music, Steven
Create Humphries in the Magnetron project. At the same time, this true
studio wizard produced nearly ten solo albums that he put on Bandcamp
in July 2013. “Elektro-Technology” is his last one, his 10th in fact,
and includes a collection of music pieces written between 2010 and
2015. It's a very lively EM, slammed on the models of Mark Shreeve and
Andy Pickford, with great synth solos, electronic effects, very TD
riffs and rhythms which make us regret these golden years of the
English model of EM.
And it starts with a strange nasal wave which stretches it scream into
a sort of apocalyptic siren which is getting short of breath. It's a
lamentation of 30 seconds before a movement of bass sequences escape
between the blades of a propeller in order to make its keys jumping up
and agglutinate in their shadows. Electronic effects spice up the
rhythm of "Perel andra" where the sequences bounce and alternate their
steps in a perfect synchronized disorder. The movement is lively,
black and heavy! The elytrons of the cymbals chirp while a synth
spreads a foggy voice veil which floats like a song roaming on a
structure which ennobles itself with floating layers and sober
electronic percussions. More bright synth layers inject these soft
perfumes of nostalgia which will awaken memories of Mark Shreeve in
his Assassin album. A synth which becomes more musical with layers
which exchange their tints for solos weaved with harmony, while the
movement of the percussions and sequences follow Chris Franke's
rhythmic paths. And there, the riffs of keyboards and the synth pads
which are falling now awake the memories of the Dream, periods White
Eagle to Hyperborea. It's impossible to depict the music of Xan
Alexander, at least on “Elektro-Technology”, without making links with
that of the aforesaid artists higher. The majority of the tracks,
except for the very ambient "Total Darkens of the Sun (200315)", are
traced on the model of "Perelandra". Certainly there are approaches of
a very synth-pop English kind with the parallel aromas of "Vectorsonic
(Theme) "and of its sister "Vectorscope". But for the rest, Xan
Alexander unscrews our plugs of earwax and loosens our fingers,
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sometimes our toes, with energetic rhythms well sat on good bass
sequences as well as on juicy electronic percussions. The rhythms are
decorated with synth filled of charming solos, with catchy melodies
and electronic effects which link all borders. I hooked at once at
"Escape Sequence" which plunges us in the Flashpoint years with a
thick cloud of sequences which cavort and sparkle in black snores.
Between a dirty synth-pop and an EM of the England School style, "Dr
Brain Freeze" offers a more supple and a more harmonious rhythm with
great synth solos. This is the kind of thing that we hooked on too,
from the first listening. After that, we fall into more com p lex,
more worked music! "Dark is Rising (Sequence)" proposes a very
lugubrious intro, very scary movie genre, before falling on a
structure of rhythmic mutation. There are lively sequences, with their
metallic shadows which flicker on the spot, and others more sneaky
which wave in the reverberations of heavy riffs from a guitar and a
keyboard . The percussions which come are perturbing a structure of
rhythm which becomes jerky, stroboscopic, while the synth pads and
what sound like guitar solos spread an aura of gargantuan madness
which makes the reason slip. It's like hearing the best of Shreeve at
the top of his Legion. And it's not over! "Terradyne" continues in the
same vein by offering complex, inspiring and inspired rhythm. The
synth and the keyboard are drawing some devilish harmonies which fall
with as much crash as the morbid caresses of the voices felted by a
sibylline veil. This is great and solid e-rock. Just enough complex to
avoid boredom with good sequences, good per c ussions and good synths.
The same goes for the title-track which borders a bit the technoïd
territories in a filmic universe. It's rather musical and it makes me
think of Paul Lawler, just like "Hail to the Kings" which is the least
dark track of “Elektro-Technology”. It's very orchestral with synth
layers to the flavors of violins which mix the honey of the flutes
with the suave ethereal melodies on a rhythm fed by nervous sequences,
by laconic pulsations and by metallic tsitt-tsitt.
Xan Alexander brings the listener to another level with a heavy, a
very lively EM which is at both rather melodious. The universe of
“Elektro-Technology” is build around plenty of energetic rhythms which
are stuffed with nuances, with sequences to hybrid tones and with
jumps as much random than symmetric as well as with superb synth solos
and with raids of guitar which give a very rock aspect to an already
blazing music. As to me, I have adored this sensation to dive back
into the 90's when the Eng lish scene added an approach of rock
without compromise to the cosmic rock essence which has moved away a
little from its Milky Way. Great driven based sequence EM here!

Sylvain Lupari (April 24th, 2015)
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---------------------------------------------------------------------Additions and changes from October 1 2018 till October 28 2018

*review added *
Alexander, Xan - ELEKTRO-TECHNOLOGY (cdr) 48892
2018. Part of The Omega Syndicate and known for his collaborations
with Creat's Steven Humpries!! Great EM with a toutch of Schulze.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=48892

*new in stock *
Alexander, Xan - STAR DARK (cdr) 74219
2018. Part of The Omega Syndicate and known for his collaborations
with Creat's Steven Humpries!! Great EM with a toutch of Schulze.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=74219

*review added *
Alpha Lyra - NUDE (FIM MUSIC) (cd) 24496
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=24496

*review added *
Alpha Lyra - ULTIME ATOME (cd) 16573
2017. Music for the micro cosmos!.
$ 19.99 / UKP 13.99 / EURO 15.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=16573

*new entry / released *
Atilla, Can - BERLIN HIGH SCHOOL LEGACY (cd) gr-257
2018. Style: Tangerine Dream and Jarre, Fantastic Music!!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-257
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*new in stock *
Axess - SEASHORE (cd) 50042
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=50042

*(back) in stock *
Boards of Canada - HI SCORES (cd) 53944
1996/2002. Ltd. edition. Ambient electro and loping downtempo
electronic breakbeat.
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=53944

*new in stock *
Boards of Canada - TRANS CANADA HIGHWAY (cd) 77259
2013. Warm, fuzzy, mellow, lush analogue synths.
$ 14.99 / UKP 10.49 / EURO 11.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=77259

*released *
Clent, James - WINDOWS IN THE SKY (cd) gr-253
2018. Melodic, powerful, Guitars,Synths in the vein of Morpheusz, FD
Project full of Emotion! James Clent debut is a smashing album!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-253

*review added *
Cosmic Ground - COSMIC GROUND 4 (cd) 42323
2018. Berlin School in the style of Rubycon and Phaedra. Highly recommended!!.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42323

*released *
Emmens, Gert - DARK SECRETS OF THE URBAN UNDERGROUND (cd) gr-255
2018. A bit darker with real drums and guitar. A different Gert.
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Melancholic at times, slower, taking his time to mesmerise us! Pure
brilliance!!.
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-255

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
FD.Project - ROOTS (cd) 22029
2018. Versatile, rhythmic, electronic A great new album.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22029

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 20413
2018. Same Music with different cover!!.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=20413

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (lp) 36249
2018.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 31.25 / UKP 21.99 / EURO 24.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36249

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (cd) 67799
2018.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=67799

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Jarre, Jean Michel - EQUINOXE INFINITY (LIMITED EDITION) (BOXSET) (4-cd) 29410
2018. FAN EDITION / VINYL SIZE BOX SET INCL. 2CD+2CASSETTE.
Release date: Nov 16 2018
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$ 123 / UKP 86.75 / EURO 99
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=29410

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Keller & Schonwalder & Broekhuis - LIVE AT B-WAVE (cd) 49629
2018. Brand new stuff from this amazing Trio. The live recording of
their B-Wave recording in 2017..
$ 12.75 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 10
Details/soundclip/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=49629

*new in stock *
Kubusschnitt - ENTROPY`S EVOLUTION (cd) 17702
2010. Same style, new combinations. With Gert Emmens.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=17702

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Lawler, Paul - ZEN IN THE CITY (cd) 82552
Not really EM but more chill soundtrack music..
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=82552

*new in stock *
Lensflare - BAMBINO DELLE STELLE (cdr) 84145
2018. 80's Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=84145

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Loreau,Bertrand & Gerchambeau,Frederic - CATVARATEMPO (cd) 57951
2018. Wonderful album by these French musicians..
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=57951
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*new in stock *
Martin, Ken - MIDNIGHT IN BERLIN (cdr) 62552
2018. Retro Berlin School in Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=62552

*released *
P'Faun - GOLDEN PEACOCK (cd) gr-254
2018. A fantastic record!!.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-254

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Picture Palace music - CARGO (ORIGINAL MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK) (cd) 35363
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=35363

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Pollard, Daniel, Booth - EIGHT (cd) 30366
2018. Retro sounds, sequences, mellotron choirs and effects with some
nice e-guitar.
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30366

*(back) in stock *
Schmoelling & Waters - IMMORTAL TOURIST (cd) 80659
2018. The brand new Johannes Schmoelling toghether with Robert Waters.
$ 21.99 / UKP 15.49 / EURO 17.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=80659

*review added *
Schroeder, Robert - MOSAIQUE (cdr) 79459
2018. Reissue of this great release from the past..
$ 18.75 / UKP 13.25 / EURO 14.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79459
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schroeder, Robert - SPACELAND (cd) 30702
2018. Crossing the sounds and atmospheres of once with the current options.
$ 18.75 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.80
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=30702

*new entry / track listing and cover added *
Schulze, Klaus - COCOONING (cd) 79428
2018. From the „Contemporary Works 2 (2002) Box..
Release date: 4th nov 2018
$ 22.49 / UKP 15.75 / EURO 17.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=79428

*new in stock *
SpiralDreams - WANDERER (cdr) 35784
2018. 80's Schulze style.
$ 17.25 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=35784

*released *
Spyra - DUNST (cd) gr-256
2018. The follow up of Staub. A mesmerising release!!.
$ 18.49 / UKP 12.99 / EURO 14.75
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-256

*new entry / released *
Stephan Whitlan & Ron Boots - SUBSTITUTES (cd) gr-258
2018. Special CD for E-Live 2018!!! Limited to 300 Copies!!.
$ 12.49 / UKP 8.75 / EURO 9.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=gr-258

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - QUANTUM GATE / QUANTUM KEY (2-cd) 18109
2018. A special double CD edition of Tangerine Dreams celebrated 2017
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album Quantum Gate which also includes the 34 minute Quantum Key EP.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=18109

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - SESSIONS 1 (cd single) 32186
2017. Liveparts of the great concerts in Budapest and Hong Kong 2017..
$ 14.49 / UKP 10.25 / EURO 11.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=32186

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - SESSIONS 2 (2-cd) 56928
2017. the 2 live improves of E-Live 2017 !!.
$ 21.25 / UKP 14.99 / EURO 16.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=56928

*(back) in stock *
Tangerine Dream - SESSIONS 3 (cd single) 15694
2018. New release with 77 minutes of Music!.
$ 15.25 / UKP 10.75 / EURO 12
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=15694

*review added *
V/A - SOUND OF SYNDAE (cd) 22519
2018. The Sound of Syndae is a radioshow that has now released a great
special CD with great artists!!.
$ 17.49 / UKP 12.25 / EURO 13.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=22519

*review added *
Vanderson - SEQUENCED THOUGHTS (cd) 42019
2018. TD-like music from the end eighties.
$ 18.25 / UKP 12.75 / EURO 14.50
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=42019
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*new entry / track listing and cover added *
WintherStormer - D.E.S.H. (cd) 36362
$ 16.25 / UKP 11.49 / EURO 12.90
Details/soundclips/ordering: http://www.groove.nl/jump2.php?artnum=36362

---------------------------------------------------------------------====== Groove info =====
If you missed the last E-News issues they are ALL also on-line!!
http://www.grooveunlimited.nl/

===== Where to get Groove =====
As all know you can get all Groove titles on out website www.groove.nl
And for those who like to buy the music as a download we have of coarse the
following outlets:

Most Groove releases are also available as Downloads on the Groove
Download page.
Go to https://shop.groove.nl/ and shop around,
But there are also releases by many other artists among them John Kerr, Remy.

For those who are a costumer of CD Baby we have also a lot of titles there
for in their program and we try to keep up with the stock there..
And they are also available through I-Tunes and Amazon downloads!
These have been added this year.

Groove is now also on Bandcamp.
The last months we have added new titles and we are adding them daily
if the time allows!
https://grooveunlimited.bandcamp.com/
You can now order from bandcamp and I hope to add new titles fast!!

MY.GROOVE.NL
A free service for customers.
Log-in for your order history, shipping dates,
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concert tickets and more. http://my.groove.nl
Two remarks:
1) The order history is updated AFTER we send you
an invoice. NOT after you placed an order.
2) The "FORGOT PASSWORD" option on the log-in
page sends the passwor
d to the Email address of your invoice.
__,_._,___
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